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Sister," at above address.
WHAT BECOMES OF OLD LINEN?
Old boots, old hats, and old clothes generally are easily disposed of. There is always somebody who is a little, or a great deal worse oif than ourselves, who is glad to receive any or all of these cast-off garments.
But what becomes of all the linen which is annually condemned by notable housekeepers ? We have been asking the district nurses, and they say they only wish they knew ! But, anyway, they don't get it themselves; they wish they did. Lint, beautiful fair rolls of spotless lint, seems indigenous to the soil in hospitals, but tae district nurse has to make the best of a niggardly portion of clean, old rag. " If only there were more of t," she often sighs as she packs up Perhaps it was only natural that after spending some time amongst the adult patients at the Hotel Dieu, I should begin to think of Children's Hospitals by way of a variety.
Of course there must be several of these in such a city as Paris, but the question was firstly, how to find them, and secondly, how to get permission to enter.
It was not difficult to obtain the addresses, and I copied down three from the hotel directory ; then I went and had a talk with a " commissionaire," an excellent man, who had already given me valuable hints as to the best way of getting to places.
Eventually I decided, at his suggestion, to take a certain omnibus which, he pointed out, would put me down at the "Hopital des Enfants," situated near the Rue de Sevres.
The necessity for some permission or introduction still remained to be met, and both English and American, acquaintances had assured me that I could not possibly get in, unless armed with something of this kind.
I They were all beautifully clean, and so were their plain and homely apartments. Each infant wore a little coloured jacket over its night gown, and was rolled closely up in a blanket which seemed to reach from the arm-pits far below the feet.
The bottles from which they were fed were round ones, slightly flattened out, and with no tubes but only the short India-rubber nipples. The bottles were all beautifully clean and bright, the milk was accurately measured and sterilised. The feeding bottles generally used were marked off, like medicine glasses, which seemed a wise arrangement.
It If Nurse Edith applied to the lady whose address I gave last week she will have learnt all particulars.
As to "private nursing on her own account," I think that a conscientious woman, with really good references and certificates, could find plenty of work to do, the demand for skilled workers being great both at the Cape and in Johannesburg. Printed thing," as the old saying has it. The parched earth is panting for rain and dull weather, while the dwellers upon it are faintiDg and discontented at the continual sunshine and drought. God in His good providence will doubtless soon send bountiful showers, and we shall be joyfully singing, " Thanks be to God for He loveth the thirsty land." In the meantime, however, the heavens will be black with clouds, and wind and tempests, which will bring desolation in their train.
When we read in the 104th Psalm that "God 
